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Welcome
Jane A. Davis-Brezette, Interim Dean

UNIVERSITY DIVISION
SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS

Dr. John A. and Grace Helfrich Eisterhold Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
with a preference to a Mater Dei graduate
Lauren K. Hoefling

Dr. Z. Olen & Inez G. Pumphrey Foundation Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
Scott M. Poulsen

USI/Epi-Hab Center for Disability Studies Scholarship
For students who have had experience with disabilities and
plan to help make a difference for people with disabilities
Catherine Ewing-Booker
Romelle Tillman
Helen M. Bamberger Memorial Scholarship
For a junior or senior with strong writing skills and a keen interest in teaching and community activities
   Abbie D. Balbach
   Alyssa M. Davis
   Julie L. Fischer
   Jaclyn M. Johnson
   Allison M. Mesker
   Eileen V. Rexing
   Jessica L. South

Henry and Hazel Bennighof Scholarship
For outstanding students from Indiana
   Shannon B. Mitchell
   Sarah A. Rutledge

Bower-Suhrheinrich Endowment for Teaching Excellence Graduate Scholarship
For teachers beginning a masters degree program in education
   Sonya G. Farmer
   Sharon D. Keck
   Julie L. Lochmondy
   Kara S. Schotter
   Amanda M. Wagner

Charles H. and Margaret A. Braun Scholarship
For deserving sons and daughters of Industrial Contractors’ families
   Joshua A. VanZant

Robert and Jane Davis-Brezette Scholarship
For one male and one female athlete majoring in physical education or exercise science
   Cory M. Julian
   Allyn R. McKinley

Cobb-Brittain Scholarship
For a deserving education major pursuing an associates degree in early childhood education
   Sarah A. Rutledge

William E. and Rebecca N. Couch Scholarship
For bright and deserving education majors
   Jessica N. Benham
   Brooke A. Carter
   Dustin R. George
   Rosanna M. Sartore
Morris & Margaret Smith Davis Scholarship
For a bright and deserving physical education major
Allison M. Mesker

Rolland M. Eckels Scholarship
For a deserving African-American student with demonstrated leadership qualities
Melicca Y. Pollard

Evansville Area Reading Council Scholarship
For a bright education major with a reading minor
Brittany L. Bradshaw

Evansville Retired Teachers Association Scholarship
For deserving education majors from Gibson, Posey, Vanderburgh, or Warrick counties with personality and leadership potential
Allison M. Mesker
Eileen V. Rexing

Future Outstanding Reading Teacher Award
For excellence as a reading student selected by the Indiana Reading Professors Council
Debbie L. Berkley

Doris and Al Grabhorn Scholarship
For a deserving Vanderburgh or Warrick County high school graduate
Lauren A. Ray

Greater Indianapolis Alumni Chapter Scholarship
For a bright and deserving Indianapolis-area freshman
Megan A. Hillstrom

Pamela Grubb Memorial Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student chosen by the Faculty Senate Student Affairs Committee
Tiffany R. Mann

Habermel Family Scholarship
For a promising education major with a special education minor
Abbie D. Balbach

Michelle Mattingly Head Memorial Scholarship
For a social work student pursuing a degree to specialize in hospice, grief, or healing issues
Janet A. Schnell

Indiana Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, & Dance
Jean Lee/Jeff Marvin Collegiate Scholarship
For a deserving student majoring in one of the named disciplines
Alyssa M. Davis
Indiana Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

Outstanding Future Educators
For outstanding education majors recommended by teacher education faculty

Jeslyn A. Horstketter
Heather K. Kendall
Joe R. Nelson
Melissa D. Parker
Aubrey J. Prather

Kahn Memorial Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
Casey R. Block

Kappa Delta Pi Scholarship
For a bright and deserving full-time education major
Alyssa M. Davis

Rice Kello Memorial Scholarship
For a bright and deserving junior or senior social work major
Tiffany L. George

Clifford A. Kleymeyer Memorial Scholarship
For a student from Posey or Vanderburgh County with high interest in school, church, and community
Laura L. Buck

The Mead Johnson Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
Jackelyn A. Reeb

National Association of Social Workers Student Recognition Awards
For bright and deserving social work majors, one in BSW program and one in MSW program
Amber Russell
Janet A. Schnell

Nontraditional Student Scholarship in Elementary Education
For a highly motivated student returning to finish their degree
Lisa K. Wolfe

Outstanding Early Childhood Education Student
For excellence as an early childhood education student selected by teacher education faculty
Karolyn L. McBride

Outstanding Elementary Education Student
For excellence as an elementary education student selected by teacher education faculty
Jessica L. Arnold
Outstanding Secondary Education Student
For excellence as a secondary education student selected by teacher education faculty
Samuel C. Bowles

Outstanding Social Science Teaching Award
For two students planning careers as social science teachers to attend Historic Southern Indiana’s Lincoln Institute for Teachers
Aaron M. Schmitt – Secondary Education
Peggy M. Winkleman – Elementary Education

Outstanding Social Work Student
For excellence as a social work student selected by social work faculty
Janet A. Schnell

Outstanding Special Education Student
For excellence as a special education student selected by teacher education faculty
Melissa J. Stevens

Outstanding Graduate Student in Elementary Education
For excellence as a graduate student in elementary education selected by teacher education faculty
Sarah A. Chase

Outstanding Graduate Student in Secondary Education
For excellence as a graduate student in secondary education selected by teacher education faculty
Keith W. Carter

Outstanding Graduate Student in Social Work
For excellence as a graduate student in social work selected by social work faculty
Bonnie S. Heilman

Physical Education Outstanding Student Award
For excellence as a physical education student selected by physical education faculty
Alyssa M. Davis

The Presidential Scholarships
For qualifying Indiana high school valedictorians and salutatorians
Kelly J. Clem
Jenna M. Gerlach
Ashley M. Kaltenbacher
Candace O. Landmark
Keri M. Larsen
Julie M. Verkamp

Dr. Z. Olen & Inez G. Pumphrey Foundation Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
Ashley N. Kiesel
Aline Nunn Renner Deans Scholarship
For outstanding students with exceptional high school class rankings and SAT scores
Rachel M. May
Joshua A. VanZant

Aline Nunn Renner Scholarship
For bright and deserving education majors
Abbie D. Balbach
Amanda B. Cox
Caitlin D. Creasey
Erica R. Danks
Ashley N. Drew
Nicole E. Eastham
Julie L. Fischer
Amy M. Fluhr
Katie M. Hadley
Leslee A. Hahn
Cassandra A. Hisch
Danielle M. Hopwood
Maria E. Key
Amanda S. Verkamp
Leah M. Warner

Romain Baseball Scholarship
For a bright and deserving member of the baseball team
Cory M. Julian

Bob and Mary Lue Russler Scholarship
For a deserving Mater Dei High School graduate active in extra-curricular, church, and community activities
Allison M. Mesker

Roy W. and Adelaide Daudistel Sanders Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student with special needs
Jodi L. Linette

Schergens Perry County Laurel Award
For a bright and deserving student from Perry County
LaDonna J. Weedman

Elaine C. Schwartz Scholarship for Future Educators
For a bright education major, with priority to married students and graduates of Central High School
Mistie Doyle

Social Work Scholarship
For a bright social work major
Aaron L. Pryor
Special Education Scholarship
For an outstanding junior or senior majoring in elementary education with a special education minor
Valerie C. McClellan

Bill Stegemoller Memorial Scholarship
For a bright and deserving member of the cross country team
Bryan D. Phillips

Student National Education Association Scholarship
For a member of the Student Education Association demonstrating scholastic excellence and school and community involvement
Julie L. Fischer

USI Administrative Assistants & Associates Scholarship
For a deserving student selected by the USI Administrative Assistants and Associates
Alyssa M. Davis

USI Alumni Association Grant
For bright and deserving part-time students
Dana L. Allyn
Ashley R. Rayls

USI Alumni Association Scholarship
For a bright and deserving full-time student
Amanda S. Verkamp

USI Bookstore Scholars Scholarship
For a bright and deserving senior, chosen by the dean
Kelcey S. Dodd

USI/Epi-Hab Center for Disability Studies Scholarship
For a student who has had experience with disabilities and plans to help make a difference for people with disabilities
Susan M. Hunt

USI Foundation Excellence in Learning Award
USI Foundation celebrates excellence in learning
Tiffany R. Mann
Lisa R. Wanninger

Frederich Wuetherich Family Endowed Memorial Scholarship
For a bright and deserving student
Ashli L. Bowles

Closing Remarks
Jane A. Davis-Brezette

Please join us for a reception in the Mitchell Auditorium lobby.
For students who have maintained a 3.5 GPA or higher and completed at least 90 hours of course work at USI at the completion of the Fall Semester 2007

Early Childhood Education
Jenna L. Betz
Nicole J. Carroll
Karolyn L. McBride
Terri L. Swain

Elementary Education
Tommy T. Arnold
Jessica L. Arnold
Abbie D. Balbach
Jenna D. Beckman
Angela R. Berg
Debbie L. Berkley
Diana M. Bond
Heather N. Borman
Brittany L. Bradshaw
Beau M. Brown
Bridget A. Bruggeman
Courtney M. Craven
Jessica J. Crowell
Molly M. Cummings
Meagan L. Decker
Erika L. Dubois
Katherine M. Dunn
Ashley L. Dyar
Nicole E. Eastham
Mallory A. Eisenhut
Jennifer K. Fritz
Katherine R. Goebel
Emily L. Goldman
Sara D. Grafe
Kara N. Grooms
Ashley N. Harwell
Selene R. Hennessy

Physical Education Teaching
Theresa L. Bohan
Alyssa M. Davis
Travis J. Klatka
Allison M. Mesker
Jason B. Roach
Robert D. Roads
Krystle D. Roudebush

Social Work
Jessica M. Fail
Candace O. Landmark
Carrie A. Leimberger
Ashley R. Rays
Katie D. Scheller
Kimberly D. Zimmerman

Unclassified-Teacher Certification
Brandon L. Barrett
Tracey A. Hayden
Jessica L. Hill
Angela S. Jeffries
Annette M. Scott